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Time-averaged overlay map (see example below)
Land/sea masks (Time-averaged Map, Area-averaged 
Time Series). See examples below.
Three IMERG daily (Early, Late, and Final) datasets.
Future work: a) Level-2 dataset subsetting and visualization; 
b) Data Lists (public and personal) with URS; c) Data quality 
assessment.
Compare GPM IMERG Early and Late Daily Products during the 
Passage of Hurricane Matthew in Haiti on October 4, 2016   
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New Features and Highlights 
Related URLs:
GPM products: http://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/uui/search/GPM
Giovanni: http://giovanni.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/#dataKeyword=IMERG
GES DISC: http://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov
Suggestions or subscription to our help desk list: 
gsfc-help-disc@lists.nasa.gov 
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Abstract
This poster describes recent updates of the ongoing GPM data service activities 
at the NASA Goddard Earth Sciences (GES) Data and Information Services Center 
(DISC)  to  facilitate  access  and  exploration  of  GPM,  TRMM  and  other  NASA 
precipitation datasets for the global community. The poster contains:
q  Updates on GPM products and data services
q  New features in Giovanni for precipitation data visualization
q  Precipitation data and service outreach activities
Giovanni  provides  a  collection of  plotting functions  for  visualization and inter-
comparison  of  different  precipitation  datasets  (TMPA,  IMERG,  MERRA,  NLDAS, 
GLDAS, etc.), including difference of time-averaged maps, difference of area-averaged 
time series, overlay map, scatter plots, histogram, etc. 
A new Web interface (below) provides an easy way for searching and accessing 
GPM  and  TRMM  datasets  as  well  as  other  precipitation  datasets  (i.e.  MERRA, 
GLDAS, NLDAS) at the GES DISC.  Future plans include a Data List (coming soon, 
posters  available)  for  hurricane studies  which consists  of  pre-selected datasets  and 
parameters. A personalized Data List is being planned so users can develop their own 
data lists for various projects, for example, a collection of monthly global precipitation 
datasets from TMPA, IMERG, MERRA, etc. and with the User Registration System 
(URS), the system will  save these data lists with the future orders or sharing with 
colleagues or others.
Search box Basic dataset information
Facets (subject, measurement, source, etc.) to filter out unwanted datasets
Dataset landing page (data access, summary, citation, documents, etc.)
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Land Sea Mask Examples: Hurricane Matthew 
made landfall in Haiti on October 4, 2016
IMERG Daily – Late Run
IMERG Daily – Late Run
Shaded: IMERG Daily - Early Run
Contour: IMERG Daily – Early Run
Shaded: IMERG Daily - Late Run
Contour: IMERG Daily – Early Run
Early Run – Late Run
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GPM Data and Service Outreach Activities:
•  GES DISC news, Twitter, user forum, GPM product and 
service training webinar, Giovanni Workshop
•  GPM products and services at the GES DISC in the 
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society (BAMS)
•  Posters and talks in AGU Fall Meeting and AMS Annual 
Meeting
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Different data access 
methods are available
Three new IMERG (Early, Late, and Final) daily datasets have been added to Giovanni.
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